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underwater using our combined tactics, sure enough at –45
time and had surveyed several small side passages further up the
m Jason found a tunnel heading off. a large erosion feature uncave, but none of these went a great distance.
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over to where he’d been before following after him. after 150
drysuit. More flexible and without the fear of damaging the suit,
m or so and down at –60 m I still hadn’t caught up, but figured
he was able to climb higher up and used the rope to protect his Oaxaca
i could be more useful surveying, so turned round and began to
route down, however ultimately the cave closed down and no
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other dry routes could be found here.San
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our final stops, he waved me
chamber did yield some results. the passage the four
of usNews,
exover and began gesticulating at something between the rocks.
plored that day, which was named so Long and thanks for all
Following his gaze i could see a small scorpion sitting on top of
the Fish, was a dry high-level route with several junctions and a
a rock with its pincers in the air. Jason moved towards it and it
pitch that dropped back down into adams avenue.
reacted by trying to nip at his fingers. It was clearly alive, quite
We’d now had several days of diving, but we’d still not
happy living in the sump pool, and irritated at being disturbed.
located the main way forward in the sump. so we decided to
Whilst Jason and i were playing with our underwater scorpion,
try a new tactic. diving together, Mallinson would follow his

